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CAMPUS
Former witch and coven leader
will visit campus this
weekend
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CITY
Students with fake IDs:
BEWARE! Police, bars
cracking down

The BG News
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BRIEFLY
Campus
More than just stocks:

For a mere $49.95, students interested in the stock
market can win cash prizes
ranging from $1,000-125,000.
Sponsored by AT&T, the
AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge allows college students the opportunity to trade stocks — worth
$500,000 — in a mock stock
market game over a four
month period, campus representative Brian Barby
said.
Barby added the top 25
each month will win a variety of prizes including
T-shirts and tennis shoes
and the top 10 at the end will
win the cash prizes. To register, call toll free 1-800545-1990. Deadline to register is Oct. 27, and the game
is open to all majors.
For more information,
call Brian Barby at 354-6685.

SPORTS
Hockey team looks for first
CCHA win at home against
Michigan

Independent Student Voice for 70 Years s=a=»

Gubernatorial debate heats race
DAYTON, O. (AP) — George
Voinovich and Anthony Celebrezze Jr. faced off Wednesday night
in the first of three gubernatorial
debates, defining their differences over abortion while pledging not to immediately raise
taxes in the face of a projected
state budget deficit.
In his opening statement in the
one-hour televised debate, Democrat Celebrezze pointed to Republican Voinovich, saying the
Former Cleveland mayor allowed
the city schools to "deteriorate"
while mayor of the city for 10
years.
Celebrezze also mentioned the
abortion issue, one of the main
differences between the candidates. Voinovich opposes abortion in most cases, while Celebrezze changed his public position in

December to a pro-choice stance.
"I believe that women in the
state of Ohio are capable of making their own decision and that
they don't need a bunch of politicians making that decision for
them," Celebrezze said.
Voinovich said it is time for
change after eight years of an
administration under Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste.
"It really grieves me that we
are a no-growth state," Voinovich
said. He said "state government
is broke, and we're going to fix
it."
Celebrezze said no tax increase
would be needed during the first
half of a Celebrezze administration.
"I believe we can run this state
for a period of two years without
even thinking about raising

Voinovich

Celebrezze

taxes," he said.
"Working harder and smarter"
is what Ohio needs, Voinovich
said. He said he would go after
people behind in child support
payments and better manage
Medicaid to cut down on its cost.
Voinovich said both pro-choice
and anti-abortion Ohioans favor
him.
Celebrezze was asked why he

changed his stand on abortion.
He said he looked "long and
hard" and decided that government "should not dictate that decision."
He said he has focused some of
his television commercials on the
abortion issue because he was
"sick and tired of my opponent
trying to make it a character
flaw/'
Voinovich was asked what he
considered to be Celebrezze's
biggest failure as attorney general.
He said Celebrezze displayed
"a lack of leadership and aggressiveness" by not pursuing investigations of corruption during
the Celeste administration.
"George you are truly a hypocrite," Celebrezze said, adding
Voinovich solicited campaign

Music of India coming:
Multi-cultural music will
be brought to the University, thanks to the Ethnic
Studies Association. On
Thursday, Oct. 25, Music of
Spheses, featuring music of
India, will perform at 8 p.m.
at United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin Ave. The
concert is free and will feature Tim and Vicki Richards performing on the tabla and violin.
In addition, the AfricanAmerican Drummers Ensemble will perform. The
group will include the University's Philip Royster,
ethnic studies professor.
An events facilitator for
the Ethnic Studies Association said the concert is "a
celebration of AfroAmerican ethnicity."

Weather
Rain and wind:

Today, windy with
periods of rain. Turning
colder
with temperatures
falling
into the
upper 40s
by afternoon.
Chance of
rain 80
percent.
- Tonight
variable cloudiness and cold
with a chance of rain, possibly mixed with snow. Low in
the mid 30s. Chance ofprecipitation 40 percent. Friday, partly cloudy and cool.
High 45 to 50.
compiled from local and
wire reports

Celebrezze reiterated his prochoice position and said although
he was personally opposed to
abortion, he has defender', state
laws as attorney general that he
did not personally believe in.
Voinovich countered that Celebrezze changed his position for
political reasons.
"My feeling is that his change
was one of pure, raw political
said.
partisanship,"'Voinovich
"■

Beer kegs
suppressed
as evidence

Group participation
encouraged:

Student groups on campus
who might not otherwise be
recognized have the chance
to do so Saturday, Oct. 20,
during Student Appreciation Day.
Groups are encouraged to
come to the game and bring
their group banners to display at Doyt L. Perry Field.
' 'If groups don't have a
banner, they can create one
for the occasion," Phil
Goldstein, assistant athletic
director, said. "Group
names will also be recognized on the electronic message board during the football game.
A Greek tailgate party
will take place before the
football game, and all students are encouraged to
come, Goldstein said.
"This day is not just for
Greek
organizations,
but for all organizations
recognized by the office of
student activities," he added.

contributions from employees.
Voinovich asked Celebrezze
what he has done to create lobs in
Ohio "except on the payroll of the
attorney general."
Voinovich said his office has
generated revenue for Ohio by
collecting $450 million in delinquent taxes.

:

'

■O News/Mark Deckard

Let There Be Light
Brad Cheesvlg replaces a part on one of the light rigs which will
light Saturday night's football game. The lighting Is provided by

Musco Lighting, a firm based In Oskaloosa, Iowa. Musco provides
lighting for about fifteen games a year according to Cheesvlg.

Municipal Court Judge James
Bachman ruled Tuesday to suppress two kegs of beer as evidence in the case of two University students charged with furnishing alcohol to minors during the
weekend of the East Merry and
Frazee Avenue block parties.
The court concluded that Todd
Fox and Jon Hennemyre, 856
Frazee Ave., Apt. 36, had a
reasonable expectation to privacy at their apartment during a
party they were giving Sept. 8.
Fox and Hennemyre, both of
the legal drinking age, testified
they had their doors shut and
shades drawn while asking uninvited guests to leave their party.
Charges against the men would
probably be dropped since the
evidence was supressed, City
Prosecutor Martin Smith said.
Fox and Hennemyre declined
comment Wednesday afternoon.
However, Bachman ruled
against the motion to suppress a
keg of beer as evidence in the
case of four other University students.
Bachman ruled that the men
had given up their reasonable expectation of privacy to their
apartment before the police entered.
Residents of 516 E. Merry Ave.,
Apt. 20, Gregory Westrick, Matthew Michael, David Rice and
Scott Campbell were cited Sept. 7
with disorderly conduct charges.
After the motion hearing Oct. 9,
U See Cases, page 5.

Campus child care studied Worried BG mom
forms new group

by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

The feasibility of a University child care program now is being studied thanks to a joint effort
between Faculty Senate and University President
Paul Olscamp.
Faculty Senate Chairperson Harold Lunde said
the Senate Executive Committee approved the
creation of two ad hoc committees to study the implementation of a child care program last week.
The University Advisory Committee on Child
Care consists of administrative and faculty representation, as well as student and city representatives, he said.
"The advisory committee will be the main planners and implementers in this program," Lunde
said. "However, the second committee will devise
the actual plan."
The Ad Hoc Child Care Planning Committee is
responsible for determining the location and design of the building, he said.
"It appears a new building will have to be constructed for the child care center,'' Lunde said.
University Treasurer Gaylyn Finn is serving as
chairperson for the smaller working committee,
which reports to the larger advisory committee.
Lester Barber, Olscamp's executive assistant,
said the president established an administrative
committee two weeks ago and then Faculty Senate
formed their working committee — the two groups
were then combined.
Olscamp said a need for a University child care
facility exists, but there is a question of whether
the cost can be financed.

■■

"The question is how to pay for it, not whether
it's possible," Olscamp said. "Other universities
have implemented similar programs."
The Ohio State University developed a child care
facility and also used a ''creative" means of financing, he said.
Their center was built by the Mariott Hotel Inc.,
who utilized the fees from users of the center to
pay for part of the costs, he said.
"Therefore OSU didn't have to come up with the
principle costs," Olscamp said. "Also, since the
facility was built on OSU's land, the developer
didn't have to buy any land."
The ad hoc committees will examine this idea as
well as other possibilities, he said.
Since the Ohio Board of Regents only contributes
funds for academic facilities, instructional activities will have to occur in the child care center, he
said.
One goal of the committee is to have the center
provide service programs for students and faculty
— which would broaden the program, Lunde said.
The center would offer educational and research
opportunities, such as instructional laboratories,
he said.
"We can be unique this way [than] from a Kindercare," Lunde said. "The center will serve the
needs of babysitting, but also will be used as a
laboratory for teacher training and research opportunities for students and faculty."
Before implementation can occur, reports from
the advisory committee must be submitted to the
senate and Olscamp no later than March 11,1991.
In addition, the planning committee must submit the proposed plan to the advisory committee
and Olscamp by March 1,1991.

by J.J. Thompson

staff writer

She has received three letters
in six weeks from her son in Saudi
Arabia —letters which state only
that he is living in a parking garage inhabited with spiders so
large they eat rats.
Jean Ladd's son, a 1986 University graduate, has been in Saudi
Arabia since early September.
Her concerns about his welfare
and the need to share them with
others in a similar situation
prompted Ladd to begin a support
Ofor city and University reswho have loved ones in the
Middle East.
Ladd, a Bowling Green resident, decided it was a good idea
after she noticed other groups in
the area forming.
The last meeting was Sunday,
and Ladd said the session went
well.
"We had a good visit," she said.
"I thought they felt better [after
the meeting]."
Member Carol Jackson said the
support group was useful since it

allowed her to air her concerns
and learn more about the her
son's situation.
"When you have somebody
over there, you want to learn everything you can about it."
During the meeting, group
members were able to observe
the different experiences of each
soldier overseas as members
read their letters.
"It was interesting to see,"
member Carol Jackson said.
"[They] all had different viewpoints on what they were experiencing — one thinks the weather
is bad, while the other tolerates
it"
In addition, concerns were expressed about the food, climate
and overall treatment of soldiers
in the Persian Gulf.
Sendee Standriff, Victim Advocacy program coordinator at the
Link, said support groups are a
good idea and they often are not
used enough.
"I think (people] try to rely on
friends," she said. ''They need
others with similar experiences
who can identify with [them]."
O See Ofoups, page 6.
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Student rights
bullied by city
Smack a guy in the face when he's sleeping, and he
will wake up grumpy. Do it again, and he probably will retaliate.
Again, the city has hit students below the belt, and it
just doesn't look like they want to help bridge the rift
between permanent residents and student residents
now growing in Bowling Green.
Last week in Municipal Court, four East Merry residents contesting their arrests on Sept. 7 were warned
(read: "threatened") by City Prosecutor Martin
Smith that if they testified, he would add a charge of
serving alcohol to minors.
The roommates were fighting East Merry disorderly conduct violations. Bowling Green police entered
their apartment without a warrant and took their kegs
as evidence.
The students couldn't figure out what conduct the
police were talking about.Tney didn't see how keg beer

could be construed as evidence for disorderly conduct
and they didn't think the police had a right to enter
their apartment in the first place, so they took it to
court.
But more than a month after East Merry, Smith
pulled another charge out of his pocket to bully students into dropping the case instead of fighting for
their constitutional rights.
Smith says police got "writer's cramp" while issuing more than 100 citations on the East Merry-Frazee
weekend and did not have time to issue them all during the party.
well sure their hands were sore — East Merry
weekend had trees shivering in fear as our friends
from West Wooster Street went through ticketbook
after ticketbook on their spree of arrests.
But after a month you would think these officers
would have recovered from their ailment.
The extra charges were an obvious ploy by Smith to
convince these students that fighting the system was
hopeless — a ploy which, to our knowledge.is a judicial
rarity.
So the students paid their $75 fines rather than risk
more serious citations. To them, it must have appeared that the system couldn't — or wouldn't — treat
them fairly.

We suspect the city didn't have much evidence of the
new charges in the first place. We also wonder if the original charge would have stood up to Judge Bachman's eye.
Just this week Bachman disallowed kegs being used
as evidence against Frazee Avenue residents who kept
their doors closed. The East Merry students insist
their door was closed as well, per their landlord and a
police officer's advice.
Of course, now we will never know.
The Student Rights Action Committee, Undergraduate Student Government and Faculty Senate have all
called for a Citizen's Review Board to eye police actions. Most large cities have these boards, and Toledoans are pushing for one now.
Bowling Green is slowly on its way. City council has
referred the incidents to one of their committees and
Mayor Ed Miller has restructured the City University
Relations Committee in an attempt to make the group
more effective.
If Bowling Green police want to be treated with the
respect of big-city police, they should accept such a
board. It would be one step toward breaking down the
destructive "townie versus student" mentality which
reigns today.

Alcohol abuse
can be helped

tV /aw

"It cost me my virginity,
something I had held onto for
19 years until Seagrams
helped me give it up. That
was three weeks ago. I can't
even face alcohol now."
"Blackouts are a scary
thing, and it's even scarier
waking up next to someone at
4:30 a.m. and not remembering what happened the last
three hours of the night before you became conscious
again."
"I am a recovering alcoholic and grateful to be one."

WELLSPOKEN
By
The Wellness Network

Elvis movies vehicle for escapism
"Oh no, you didn't, didyou?"

Yeah, I did. What's wrong?
"What's wrong? I sent you
out to get some decent fhcks
for tonight, and look what you
rentedr
What's the problem ? I rented
some good ones Iike"She's
Having A Baby "and "Blazing
Saddles." I take it you wanted
me to rent something like
"Teenage Amazon Nymphs
Behind Bars?"
"No, I don't have any problems withyourchoices, except
for one. What in the hell possessed you to rent Elvis Presley 's ' 'Blue Ha waii ? "
What, don't you like Elvis ?
That's an example of a pretty typical conversation between myself and one of my
roommates whenever I get
sent out to get some movies Tor
the night. I somehow always
manage to get something really tacky.
This is probably why I
usually don't get sent out to
rent movies alone, anymore.
Okay, I admit it. I like Elvis
Presley movies. "Blue Hawaii" is his best, followed by that
sleeper, "Clambake."

5:15

However, owing to my roommates' utter dislike of Elvis, I
only try to rent these classics
on weekends when they're
gone.
But what's wrong with tacky
movies? I'm sorry, but I loathe
tear-jerker movies and oldfashioned romances. If I want

Tongue in
Cheek
by
Chris
Dawson
to cry, I'll rent "Old Yeller" or
"Brian's Song." They always
made me cry when I was a
little kid.
I'd rather go rent "Hardbodies." thank you.
I don't think I'm alone in
this. I know far too many peoele who will run to get movies
ke "9 1/2 Weeks" or "Sum-

mer Lovers" before they'll get
some artsy Ingmar Bergman
flick. In fact, a lot of video
stores have whole racks devoted to sleazy movies.
For example, the video store
I usually frequent has a wire
rack with some really interesting tacky movies. In one fine
weekend, I rented three great,
though not cinematically
excellent, movies.
The first was "Surf II." By
and large, this movie is awesome. It's the first, second
(note the title). and last part of
a trilogy. It features bad acting, overacting, and no acting,
but no one seems to mind. Very
little plot to get in the way.
The second movie wasn't so
hot, but it had an interesting
concept. It was called "Jet
Benny" and was a combined
spoof of "Star Wars" and "The
Jack Benny Show." It's very
low budget, but the lead actor
does a great impersonation of
Jack. Probably would've been
better had I been really drunk.
The third movie was by far
the best. "Sleazemania." Even
the title sounds good. It's a
compilation of film trailers of

the '40s, '50s, '60s, and 70s, and
of adult softcore B-movies, like
"Jailbait Babysitters." It's a
great movie even sober. There
are some sequels out, but my
video store hasn't gotten them
yet.
I'm sure my roommates really wonder about my movie
taste. Sometimes I do too, but
the overlapping theme to my
movie choices is escapism. I
really like movies I don't have
to think about. And no movie
choice tops Elvis movies.
I think I don't have really
unusual taste; I think a lot of
people at this University like
tacky movies. After all, if they
didn t, then why do the video
stores in town have sizeable
selections of cheesy flicks?
However, far too many people
are still hiding their tacky
movie fetish, renting them only
when roommates are gone, etc.
I say let it out! Tell the world
you watch really cheap and
tasteless movies! Then duck.
Chris Dawson is a columnist
for the BG News, as well as one
of the best history majors this
University has ever seen.

by J.A.Holmgren
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"Alcohol caused a car accident that broke my neck. I
will never be the same. Think
before you drink and don't
drive."
These quotes came from
anonymous University students during Alcohol Awareness Week 1989. These responses indicate that the
misuse and abuse of alcohol
can affect us in very different
ways. You don't have to have
a drinking problem to have a
problem with drinking.
People use alcohol for various reasons. Some say they
use it to relax, socialize, be
more comfortable talking to
people of the opposite sex.
Many of the student drinkers
at the University indicate
they simply "drink to get
drunk." In this light, many
times alcohol is used as an
excuse to do certain things —
things you might not normally do if you had not been

Each of us can be affected
by the use and abuse of alcohol, whether we drink or not.
It is important for each of us
to examine the role alcohol
plays In our lives. If your
drinking or someone else's is
affecting you, there are people to talk to and places to go
right here on campus. Call
the Prevention Center, 310
Student Services, 3^2130.
Wellspoken is written by
the BGSU Wellness Network.
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BG News offers thoughtful commentary

drinking. How often can excuses be made for behaviors,
especially when we see a person's behavior is negatively
affecting some part of their
life or ours?
You see the signs of problem drinking everday. The
"life of the party" who can
drink everyone under the
table is really showing a
tolerance to the drug. And
those blackouts that are so
commonly laughed about the
day after drinking also reflect
a warning sign. Continued use
in the face of obvious consequences is still another red
flag that is raised when a possible problem may be present.
It seems that many of us
are willing to ignore the evidence of alcohol's consequential effects. In the 1969 Alcohol Survey, 63 percent of the
students surveyed reported
they have experienced a
blackout after drinking. In
the same survey, 58 percent
of the students reported relationship conflicts with
friends. Although 41 percent
have tried to reduce their alcohol use in the past year, 91
percent don't think they have
a problem with drinking. Interestingly enough, 66 percent believe one of their
friends has a problem with
alcohol.
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Boycott Phillip Morris Farrakhan speaks truth
"As Phillip Morris [Companies, Inc. ] grows ever larger so
does its commitment to equality," says an article in "Black
Enterprise" magazine.
However, Phillip Morris, Inc.,
supports Senator Jesse Helms, a
politician who is not committed to
equality. For this reason, we
must join the AIDS Coalition To
Unleash Power (ACT-UP)
national boycott of Phillip Morris' products, Miller Beer and
Marlboro Cigarettes.
The Phillip Morris Political Action Commitee (PHIL-PAC) has
directly given Senator Helms almost $11,000 in the last two years
alone, according to the Federal
Elections Commission index.
With such substantial backing,
Helms has launched an anti"obscenity" campaign against
the National Endowment of the
Arts (NEA). He has also succeeded in passing a bill through
Congress last year stating the
NEA will not use funds to help
"produce, disseminate and or
Eromote" materials that "might
e considered" obscene according to the NEA panel, which will
include people outside the art
community.
(The House of Representatives
just passed a bill to extend the
NEA's existence for another
three years and to leave the obscenity rulings to the courts. But
that is the House — not the Senate. The Senate faces a similar
bill.)
Senator Helms, supported by
the profits of Miller Beer and
Marlboro cigarettes, is destroying the financial support of the
Impressionism exhibit in Toledo
ana the financial magnet for the
Harlem School of the Arts, Jomandi Production in Atlanta and
the Brooklyn Academy of Music.

In trying to wipe out "obscene" gle for freedom.
art, he is wiping out the equality
Phillip Morris' commitment to
of free expression and the idea equality is hypocritical. It is garthat everyone has the right to free bage to say "we are committed to
expression and the duty to uphold equality" then be financially
that freedom.
committed to the other extreme.
We, the consumers, must hold
Senator Helms is steadily try- Phillip Morris accountable for its
ing to wipe out the inalienable activities. We must tell this comright to life. With backing from pany to stop pouring our money
the "equality-minded" Phillip into such a malevolent person.
Morris. Senator Helms has tried We must tell them in the only lanto cut funding for AIDS research guage they know — through
and education because he is par- money.
anoid about funding "homosexWe must boycott.
ual" activities. He has urged this
Miller Beer and Marlboro cigaat a time when, according to rettes are the biggest-selling
"JAMA - The American Medical products of this company. Simply
Association Journal," 66 percent do not buy them. Buy another
of the AIDS victims are between beer or cigarette.
the ages of 20-39 — the age group
attending Bowling Green State
If we are the future, then it is
University. Almost 47 percent of about time to stop companies
the AIDS victims are people of from claiming social committcolor. 53 percent of the victims ment only to claim our money to
come from the white community support someone committed to
— the majority on this campus. social oppression. It is time to tell
Most importantly, the reported Phillip Morris to stop funding
cases from the heterosexual Senator Jesse Helms. If you want
community have gone up — 27 to write the company, address
percent in the last two years; the your letters to:
reported cases in the homosexual
community have gone down —
Phillip Morris Companies, Inc.
eight percent in the last two
120 Park Ave.
years. Globally, AIDS is a heterNew York, N.Y. 10017
osexual disease. Senator Helms'
If you want to call them, the
powerful homophobia is costing phone number is (212)-880-5000.
us our lives — and the right to
them.
But the easiest, cheapest way
to send the message is to not buy
Added to that, this man is a foe Miller Beer or Marlboro cigaof civil rights. He constantly par- rettes.
ticipates in gay-bashing, giving
this as reason for cutting the NEA
funding and AIDS funding. He
Andrea Worthman,
College Democrats,
has tried to block the civil rights
acts going through Congress now.
Lesbian and Gay Alliance,
Peace Coalition,
He even tried to stop Martin
Luther King's birthday from beProgressive Student Organizacoming a national holiday — a tion,
Theta Alpha Pi,
holiday commemorating one of
Women for Women,
the greatest people in the strug-

I am sorry. I am sorry because
I can not print a story about Minister Louis Farrakhan being totally objective. The entire idea of
being a journalist is to supposedly
be objective about everything
that a journalist prints. It is very
difficult to do that. To any journalist, whether they fear Farrakhan, love Farrakhan, or despise
Farrakhan it is almost an impossibility to write anything about
him with pure objectivity. This is
why I usually don't believe anything that the media in this country prints about him, and this is
why I apologize for not printing a
totally objective story. Therefore, instead of believing what the
American media have printed
about Farrakhan, I chose to see
him for myself.
What I saw was a man who had
the complete attention of his audience. The reason why he leaves
his audience hanging on his every
word is because he teaches. He
teaches what all black people
want and need to know. He teaches the truth. Whether some
want you to believe the truth or
not is where all of the controversy
enters the picture.
I have never seen a man who
has the ability to back up everything that he says with a Minding
light of fact and truth, and, in his
case, he is one who combines
both. Usually, in the media, in politics and in every facet of human
interaction, we must have the
ability to decipher whether a fact
is the same as the truth. I did not
have to do so with Farrakhan.

"Martin Luther King was
looked at by white people as a
very lovely man, as long as he
taught blacks to be non-violent
against white violence. But when
he said that we should practice
the same non-violence in Vietnam, they told him that he was
meddling with America's 'vital
interests and he paid for it with
his life," Farrakhan said. Fact
and truth

GUEST
COLUMN
By

Danny Gray

"The white man gave you
[black people] the Bible to make
Sou a slave to white supremacy.
e gave you a book and made
God white. He gave you a book
and painted your Jesus white. He
gave you angels and he painted
them white, and he made you
wonder why you weren't born
white. ... A white woman can be
ugly as 10 miles of rough water,
and a black man will leave his
black sister for that white woman. Why do you do that brother?
Because you re sick. What are we
sick from? We're sick from racism and its effects, sexism and

its effects, materialism and its effects." Farrakhan said.
Fact and truth.
"Whenever you find black people who are under colonialism or
white supremacy, you have sick
black people. Nothing has revived us. We are still a people
steeped in self-hatred. ... Nobody
has been able to heal us," Farrakhan said.
Truth and fact. Now many of
you reading this may think that
this man Farrakhan is a radical.
Many of you may even think that
I am a radical by even writing
this and consequently admitting
to the fact that what this man
spoke of on Sunday was not only
fact, but also truth. Before you
pass judgment on me or on Louis
Farrakhan, I want you to spend
the next week observing things
very carefully.
I want you to take a look at the
relations between races on this
campus. This is something that
you can do by just walking
around on campus. How do we
view one another? How do we
react when we pass one another
on the street?
I also want you to pay very
close attention to the situation in
Saudi Arabia (especially the
black audience). Finally, I want
you to look at how the media has
and will continue to cover Minister Louis Farrakhan. Will you see
objectivity; which is supposed to
be an unbiased combination of
truth and fact? I doubt it. I really
doubt it.

Correction
tailed Faculty Senate's current cers who introduced the "no conThe article "Olscamp surveys efforts to evaluate University fidence" resolution — not the
to undergo evaluation" in President Paul Olscamp and senate as a body. The resolution
Wednesday'sAfews may have cited events that led to this ac- was tabled in January and never
misled readers. The story de- tion. It was Faculty Senate's offi- voted upon.

SATURDAY IS STUDENT APPRECIATION DAV AT P€RRY FlftD - FRft T-SHIRT TO 1ST 6000!

Three new ways to survive college.

The Macintosh Ha

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh* computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The BIWBHWIBIB is our most affordable
model, yet it comes with everything you need-including
a hard disk drive.The UQ HQ combines color
capabilities with affordability And the DfflEDKB is
perfect for students who need a computer with extra
power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without

ettM*B>aCe«pijaKlnc >(M.M«MB|gMlM(n«MN

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDriver which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple'II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.
*ol*(ioMCoM(>uM>inc lwKtt»M-n«B-»iObi)WM«i(indw«ioi WMCoWMrWOlMKUl

For More Information
on how to purchase
your own
Macintosh call Dave
McCoy
at 372 - 7724.

^ The power to be your best"
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Campus
BSU session sets up Ex-witch to speak of occult risks
a 'support system'
by Matthew Mlghell
assistant special projects editor

by Marvin Brown
«»ff writer

Typewriters, calendars, clocks
and lightbulbs were named during a Wednesday night educational session as fust a few of the
many contributions AfricanAmericans have made to society.
The Black Pride and Consciousness session, sponsored by
the Black Student Union in the
Commons, was the first of
several monthly sessions aimed
at promoting and building selfrespect among black students.
"We want to prove a continuous
support system for black students," BSU President Maurice
Tate said. "The Black Pride and
Consciousness sessions serve as a
united front amongst black students."
The first session, titled Blacks
in Education, focused on how education has played an important
role in black history, and is
necessary for the survival of
African-Americans.
Keynote speaker Arto Woodley,
assistant to the vice president for
University relations, addressed
African-American contributions.
"American is not just white,"
he said. "[The black race] has

Hoeflinger, 42, travels from her home in
Keyser, W. Va. across the country to speak
to groups about the dangers of the occult.
Kyle Estes, assistant to the complex coordinator in Harshman Quadrangle, said the
University recognizes the need for diversity
in presenting spiritual topics.
''Our department tries to offer many
different educational opportunities in the
spiritual dimension," Estes said. "This
sounded like a good program; it added to the
[University's] balance of spiritual wellness."
Kathy Drake, Bowling Green staff program coordinator for Campus Crusade for
Christ, said the program will focus on the
hidden dangers involved with the occult.
"Many students are interested in occult
topics, especially at this time of year,"she
said.

people to the reality of witchcraft and also
the reality of God."
Todd Pastor, Bowling Green director of
Campus Crusade for Christ, said the motivation tor the program stems from the concern
for the spiritual well-being of students.
"Once into [witchcraft], it's hard to get
out," he said. "It was Penny's conversion to
Christianity that got her out."
Along with openness of mind, alternative
viewpoints, and divertsity of thinking, peoPle need to be cautious at the same time,
astor said.
"Penny was deeply involved ... with demons and witchcraft. She and her coven
used to prey upon those who merely dabbled
in the occult, not those who investigate it
thoroughly.
"I'm not saying everyone who plays with a
Ouija board will become a witch, just as
everyone who smokes a cigarette won't get
cancer, but they need to know the potential
danger," Pastor said.

produced leaders, inventors and
educators."
Woodley said black students
owe it to past black leaders to not
only capitalize on their successes,
but to hand knowledge down to
black communities.
"Your only limitaions are the
size of your ideas and the limit of
your interests," Woodley said.
Always have pride in yourself —
SDU are carrying the banner for
le black people that will come
behind you."
The BSU has petitioned to reinstate History 307, and the African-American history course
which has not been offered for
several semesters.

She did things normal people do not do.
Pennv Hoeflinger spent decades refining
her skills in witchcraft as the high priestess
of a coven in Wyoming. She delvetf into the
dark side casting hexes on those who
offended her and relinquishing blood sacrifices to appease the vile spirit realm.
This weekend Hoeflinger will speak about
her experiences as a witch and explain how
she finally broke away from the occult by
putting her faith in Jesus Christ.
The two-day program will be in the
Harshman Quadrangle dining hall Sunday at
9 p.m. and in the McDonald Quadrangle dininghall Monday night at 7:30.
The event is sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ and, on Sunday, co-sponsored
by the Anderson Hall staff in the Harshman
Quadrangle.

"We pay tuition here — our
people are a part of American
history," Tate said. "How can
you teach history and not include
the history of AfricanAmericans?"

Awareness Week party planned
by Diane While

The BSU also plans to petition writer
for the removal of an English
professor who made racial comThe belief that Alcohol Awarements to a black student last
ness Week is a series of lectures
year, Tate said.
and workshops is unfounded and
The next Black Pride and Con- one resident adviser in Dunbar
sciousness session, Blacks in the Hall has offered a different apMedia, will take place in Novem- proach.
ber.
Susan Guild, senior elementary
education major, is one of the organizers of Give It Up/Live It

Join the

Up, at Tuxedo Junction this
afternoon at 4:30.
"Many college students may
think they need to drink to have a
Eood time. Give It Up/Live It Up
opes to show students they can
give up alcohol and still live it
up."
Guild, who recently had a close
friend die in an alcohol-related
accident, said that she hopes the
program will open students' eyes
"before it's too late."

SPECIALS
for Sweetest Day - Oct. 20

««1

Tm Driving Club"

promote responsible
decision making
where alcohol is concerned
whether driving or not.

"The 'darker side' of life has a lot of mystique to it," she added. "We want to expose

This cuts beta* Teddy Is sitting under
an arrangement or freen carnations
and cnocolate Kisses
$22 96
SWEET TREAT
Our antique style soda glass Is Wed
with fresh flowers and two straws. .
But no calories!
$14 95

CANDY JAH
We've Ned a brandy snifter with sweet
treats and toped It off with a pretty roee

Our own special bud vase Is Wed wttti
fragrant carnations and sweet chocolate
kisses to snow your sweet now much
you care!
$6.95

1419)8684896 ' 166 S MulnSl

III u. K...I.I.. . *.„„.,

DU ■». &■ Qifl SL,r
Downtown D.G.

Open Sweetest Day till 8:00pm

/'•

i''-ii'in/
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There will be free pizza and
drinks at the party and the first
100 people through the door get a
free T-shirt, she said.
Give It Up/Live It Up tickets
are $2 in advance and $3 at the
door.
FRENCH HORN.

:
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
: POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND
CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS.
Z IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN
ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT:

«3
<
"l

JJ

SECOND-EVER NIGHT GAME
AT BGSU'S PERRY FIELD!
Mon.-Fri. (Oct. 1519)
in front of Ed. Bldg. from 9:30-4:30
FREE!!

come and have a good time, they
make take a second look, she
said.
Guild said she decided to have
it at Tuxedo Junction for many
reasons.
"We had it at a bar because
that's where the college crowd
8oes," she said. "I believe when
le student is in the drinking environment and not drinking it
may shed a new light on things."

TUBA ... TROMBONE

The
Flower Basket
We Deliver

Tuxedo Juctlon, which is helping sponsor the event, is offering
a variety of non-alcoholic drinks,
including non-alcoholic beer.
Bill Baum, the owner of Tuxedo
Junction, said he thinks the event
is helpful to all.
"It sounds like a great alternative for the students and is also
great publicity for my restaurant," Baum said.
Local businesses are donating
Brizes and are helping sponsor
le event. She said all the prizes
will be given away during the
event.
Guild said many people may
have preconceptions that the
event is "stupid.'
"Many may think the event will
be corny at first, but when they

•
U
g
S
w
.

UNIVERSITY BANDS
lOlO MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO! ! ! ! ! !
FIRST ORGANIZATION MEETING WEDNESDAY.
OCTOBER 24. 700 P.M. BRYAN RECITAL HALL.
MMAC BUILDING. OR CALL ABOVE PHONE.
SPRING QUARTER CREDIT AVAILABLE.
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND.

CLARINET

PERCUSSION

FLUTE

SATURDAY 7:00 PM

UNDLTLD

III
LIGHTS

Open Monday through Friday 4-11 PM
Quantum 90 Card Accepted after 6 PM
372-6945
Located in the University Union

FALCONS V. EASTERN MICH.
COME OUT EARLY AND TAILGATE!
TICKETS 372-2762 VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Student Legal Services, Inc.
1990 -1991 Board of Directors
representing
Chairman
Administrative A»st.
Secretary
Executive Committee

Education Committee

Finance Committee

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ADMISSION ONLY $3.00
SHOW BGSU I.D. 'FBI. & SAT ONLY' OTHER DISC. NfA

\

Kelly Warner
Carol Ellensohn
Lupita Galvan
Tom Ulrich - Chair
Lee Van Syckle
Carol Ellensohn
Karen Gardner - Chair
Tricia Bullard
Lesley Chapman
Bob Liegl - Chair
Lisa Wagner

Managing Attorney
Assistant Attorney
Legal Assistant
Student Clark
Office Phone

HSA
USG
LSU
NTSA
IFC
USG
Student Court
Pre-law Society
WSA
RSA

Pan-hel

Greg Bakies
Rick Schmidt
Dawn Lawrence
Holly Headley
372-2951
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Fake ID increase
concerns
BG
police
Bar owners, bouncers help in ID confiscations
by Lori Miller
city writer

The number of students using
false driver's licenses and identification cards to gain entry into
area bars is increasing, but one
member of the Bowling Green
Police Division has set out to
lower the number of these incidents.
Patrolman Al Alvord seriously
began investigating the increasing use of fake IDs more than a
i'ear ago, and since then has colected over 200 confiscated licenses.
"[Fake IDs) are a continuing
Eiroblem and it's time for students
a get smart and quit doing this,"
Alvord said.
The police division has sent letters to area bars asking for their
cooperation in recovering fake
IDs and sending them to the
police station.
Alvord also gives seminars to
bar owners, bouncers and ID
checkers on types of things to
look for when checking for fictitious drivers licenses or identification cards.
Several things are obvious
hints to a falsely made card, Alvord said.
Items such as whited-out information, colors of the top headings on licenses and the type of
paper the card is irinted on are
a fake ID, he
easy ways to def
said.
Each state license has a
BO News/Greg Horvath different heading color, and if the
If Patrolman Al Alvord catches you with one of these IDs, "the deck's colors of a license do not match
stacked" In his favor.
the standard color, it is con^■■K

People seldom use their real
names or addresses on fake IDs,
but Alvord occasionally brings
confiscated IDs to other students
and asks if they can match faces
with actual names.
Bowling Green's city ordinance
states "no person shall display ...
or possess an identification card
... knowing the same to be fictitious, or to have been canceled,
revoked,, suspended or altered.''
altered."
ning last July, anyone usBeginnii
ing a fake
1 can be charged with
le ID
a felony — which means a possible prison sentence, Alvord said.
First-time offenders can be
given a minimum fine of $250 or a
maximum fine of $1,000, while
second-time offenders can be
given a fine of $500 to $1,000.

sidered fake.
Some states have markings on
their licenses which are not visible to the human eye.
If these specially-marked licenses are put under a reading
machine ana the markings do not
show up, the card is definitely
fake, he said.
Much of the process of determining if an ID is legitimate depends on knowing the different
procedures states use when making licenses or ID cards.
For example, a Pennsylvania
license has a black background
which is very hard to reproduce,
and a California license has a
very silky feel to it, he said.
Several states also have coding
on their licenses which indicates
the real birthdate of the owner, he
said.
Bar checkers who think an ID
might be fake usually call the
police division and request an
officer to check the legitimacy of
the card.
"Very seldom do we find a
legitimate ID [when we are
called in to check]," Alvord said.
The owner of the card can stay
and wait until the officer arrives
— but most of them run, he said.

All you Can Eat

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor oH campus students
f»»»'***t*'t****''****'*tt*'*

BGSU
Dance Program Meeting
All Dance majors, minors and
persons interested in Dance
Courses will meet to discuss
Spring course offerings, Dance
Major and Minors course
requirements checklist, and any
questions about Dance in general,
courses.

Howards Club H

P~J*,tion Staff

BENEFIT JAM & CHICKEN DINNER
FOR M.S.
Sunday, October 21
Barbeque Dinner at 4:00 pm
$3.00 a plate

z
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FEATURING: 5 LOCAL BANDS
STARTING AT 6:00 pm
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• BLITZEN * BIG HUNK-0-CHEESE *
• LYBARGER-EVANS BAND* PHANTOM CIRCUS *
• KARMAKANIX*
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Nightly

Donations at Door
18 and Over Welcome
BRING U.C.L.Y. MUGS
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Z Frtdoy The 13th Slasher Bosher r

Z
OH 8 Movies only $5.00
Z
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MINI-CONCERT
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KEVIN
RALEIGH
and special guest
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Association

Beau Coup
$3.00 with valid ID
$5.00 without
•General Admission'

Thursday, Oct. 25,
8:00 PM

Lenhart Grand Ballroom

NOT A
SHOW TO
MISS
Exclusive performance by Kevin on Acoustic Guitar.
No cameras or tape devices of any kind!
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THE SOURCE

8:00 pm
in Hayes hall 201
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I52-6S86

HEY!

You know your appetite
is hungry for...
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Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream

Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus ifudents

Photo lllu»tratlon/Greg Horvath

352-9951

$3.99
$4.50

• Choice of Beverage

Cases

October £0

Presents:

11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00
•
•
•

However, if they do run Alvord
still has a picture of the person on
the ID.

SWEETEST OW

210 N. Main

my,

Bowl 'N' Greenery —

Bowling Green City Police officers testified there were several
people coming in and out of the
apartment throughout the evening and the party was open to
anyone. Police also testified the
door was open upon entering.

/• Happy Belated
Boss' Day,
Nancy

"Bar owners pay a lot of money
for their [liquor] licenses," he
said. "They don't want to jeopar- •
dize[a $1,000 permit] by selling a •
$lbeer.

IDs they want but if I catch them
with one — they are wrong," AlAnyone found producing fake vord said. "I have to enforce
IDs is charged with a minimum what is in the books."

□ Continued from page 1.
the men were cited with additional charges of underage drinking and furnishing alcohol to
minors.

Handbook helps ID checkers.

Alvord may not necessarily
agree with the legal drinking age
law and has heard all the arguments against it but he still does
not condone students altering the
licenses, he said.
They are ways to change this
law other than forgery, he said.
Students could organize and write
their representative or use other
administrative ways, he said.
Not only is the police division
taking a rougher stand against
fake IDs but the bars are starting
to increase their awareness as
well.
Most ID checkers are trained to
identify fake licenses by a handbook entitled the ID Checking
Guide, he said.

"[Fake IDs] are a continuing problem and it's
time for students to get smart and quit doing
this."
--AI Alvord. BG Patrolman

BOWLING GREEN
352-1539

DOMINO'S PIZZA DAILY
SUPER SPECIALS
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
BUY A 12" ONE-ITEM
PAN PIZZA
Monday
only

TWO-10" ONE-ITEM
ORIGINAL HAND TOSSED
PIZZA _ ^^ Tuesday
only

5.99

5.99

Coupon fucimry MM.
any ona, OHor Vaadat pfCWW,
location, on*» 'a. nol A»4M
a*"na W-IT1— HUM*' Coupon
• >p.M 107700

B
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THINK THICK THURSDAY
BUY A 12" THICK CRUST
EXTRA CHEESE, 1 TOPPING
PIZZA
m <-.«•. Thursday
only

5.99

Coupon n
ana oa-J. o"a» Vaad al partcaaiwg
ncaanai c*a> Ta. not nciuaai)
a*ara auptoatjia Huanv Coupon
aapaaa ic 11 %0
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FRANTIC FRIDAY
BUY TWO 14" CHEESE
PIZZAS
extra toppings
'
I

10.95

,90,0,bolh

6.99

■My o»M* o"tw VaMaip
•OCMO** OMf IM«H...
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to 17 90

SuPRtSINQ SATURDAY
1 DELUXE 14"PLUS
1 PEPPERONI 14"

12.99

pizzas
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SUPER SUNDAY
BUY TWO 10" CHEESE
PIZZAS FOR
additional

4.99 W8"

■
l
I

WILD WFONFSnAV
RECEIVE 3- 10"
Wednesday
CHEESE PIZZAS only
I 69 per extra
lopping

-MtfWftaotV- TaUflOlnoMM
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SUPER SPECIAL - ALL DAY EVERY DAY
FOUR 14 "ONE ITEM AND
TWO SIX PACKS
IMMH HUfMYiC-MVOn

19.99
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Bush set to veto civil rights bill Congress' actions
subject of Baker,
US Senate debate
dential veto and pass the bill into law over
presidential objections.
The Senate approved the measure Tuesday night 62-34, also short of the needed
votes to override the expected veto.
The bill represents the civil rights movement's top goal on Capitol Hill and would
overturn six Supreme Court decisions on job
discrimination nanded down last year that
set off protests.

by Hike Robinson
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The House Wednesday
gave final approval, 273-154, to a major civil
lights bill designed to combat job bias, setting the stage tor a veto confrontation with
President Bush.
Bush has said hell veto the legislation because it would force businesses to set hiring
quotas.
Provisions in the bill range from a ban on
racial harassment in the workplace to punitive damages in the most severe discrimination cases.

The House passed the bill by a comfortable margin, but one that falls just short of
the two-thirds needed to override a presi-

Sponsors unveiled the bill amid fanfare
nine months ago, vowing to redress the decisions of the conservative Reagan court.
But with an expected veto and dim hopes of
an override, the mood Tuesday was less upbeat.
Supporters spoke glumly of how they softened provisions designed to enforce certain
women's rights in the workplace and other

features in a futile, four-month drive for
Bush administration support.
"Give us these measly crumbs from the
table," pleaded Rep. Craig Washington,
D-Texas.

Bush, his backers said, wanted a civil
rights bill but sponsors failed to alleviate the
quota problem. Sen. James Sensenbrenner,
R-Wis., said sponsors chose to "drown
themselves like lemmings in a sea of civil
rights quotas."

The sharpest clashes over the bill have
come over complex changes in court rules
governing how discrimination cases are decided. Those changes would make it easier
for minorities to win discrimination lawsuits
and harder for employers to defend themselves.

Jurors to hear murky tape
of 2 Live Crew's sex lyrics
by Tracy Field*
Associated Press writer

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. Defense lawyers in the obscenity
trial of the rap group 2 Live Crew
dropped their motion Wednesday
to nave the audiotape of the
group's concert excluded from
Die trial.
The move meant jurors will
have to try to understand sexually explicit lyrics on the murky
tape of the 45-minute concert.
The band's attorney also asked
for a mistrial this morning when
one witness mentioned the concert for people of all ages that
was held just before the adults-

only Hollywood concert that got
the band in trouble.
Both sides had agreed before
the trial not to refer to the band's
toned-down concert that
6receded the adults-only version,
roward County Judge June
Johnson said she would reserve
judgment on that issue.
On Tuesday, Johnson ruled that
jurors cannot have transcripts of
the raucous adults-only concert
last June that prompted the rappers' arrest and set up a legal test
of the limits of free speech.
She also closed the trial to observers under age 18, to the disappointment of some fans. Sheriff's deputies are under orders to
check IDs at the courtroom door.

"I listen to 2 Live Crew in the
car and at home, but now they say
I can't listen to it in the courtroom," 13-year-old Lisette Lopez
said after she and four friends
were told to leave.
In San Antonio, a judge rejected attempts to dismiss an
obscenity charge against a record store owner who sold 2 Live
Crew's "As Nasty As They
Wanna Be" album.
County Court-at-Law Judge
Tony Jimenez balked at defense
claims Tuesday that David Risher, owner of Hogwild Records
and Tapes, was singled out for
Sirosecution. Risher's trial is set
or December.

The Following Establishments
Honor Membership Cards:

2 Live Crew leader Luther
Campbell and rappers Mark
"Brother Marquis" Ross and
Chris "Kid Ice Wong won are
charged with obscenity for a June
10 concert at a Hollywood, Fla.,
nightclub. They could get up to a
year in prison and $1,000 in fines.

S. Africa
violence
suspects
arrested
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) - Police arrested three white men
Wednesday and seized a cache of automatic weapons in
connection with a recent attack on a bus in which six
blacks were killed and 27
wounded.
The three men are believed to be linked to extreme right-wing white
groups opposed to government plans to end apartheid, according to local
journalists. Police declined
to comment on the three
men's political affiliations.
Police said the men were
arrested in a raid in Durban
where AK-47 assault rifles
and other weapons were
setxed.
A bus used by blacks was
attacked with automatic
gunfire near Durban on Oct.
9. Everyone on the bus was
either killed or wounded.

by Barry Schweid
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James Baker HI said Wednesday Congress should not be given a larger role in determining whether
U.S. troops are sent into combat against Iraq.
Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, suggested that President Bush consult with a congressional group on any action taken during the upcoming legislative
recess.
Baker, testifying before the committee, said Bush was committed to
continuing such consultation, even during a recess. "I would have a
little bit of reservation about a formal mechanism," he said.
Baker's comments came after Sen. Jesse Helms accused the State
Department of abandoning Christians in Lebanon and allowing the
United Nations to infringe on Israel's sovereignty.
"What kind of policy do we have when we turn anti-Christian and
anti-Jewish in one week," Helms thundered as Baker settled into the
witness chair.
Baker made no immediate response to Helms' charges. In a 10-page
prepared statement, he said Iraqi President Saddam Hussein "must
fail if peace is to succeed."
Sen. Richard Lugar. R-Ind., said military action against Iraq was
more likely now and that Congress should come back into session to
authorize a declaration of war if one is needed.
But Baker said U.S. military actions to protect Americans in the region should not be limited.
Helms, a North Carolina Republican and a persistent critic of the
State Department, began his comments by praising Bush for taking a
strong stand against Hussein's occupation and annexation of Kuwait,
its oil-rich neighbor in the Gulf.
But the praise soured as Helms denounced the State Department,
saying the agency had supported Iraq until just before the Aug. 2 invasion.
"Only the State Department could not see that he is a murderer, torturer and assassin," Helms said of Hussein.
Helms then called Syria's President Hafez Assad "an international
gangster."
Assad, whom the aeiministration has enlisted in its anti-Iraqi coalition, "has just completed the liquidation of another Middle Eastern
state," Helms said, referring to the ouster of Michel Aoun, the last
Crominent Christian Maronite holdout against Syrian influence over
cbanon.
"What happened to our principles?" Helms asked. "Isn't the
sovereignty of Lebanon just as important as the sovereignty of Kuwait?"
The State Department had urged Aoun to step aside, even as Syrian
troops bore down on his Beirut stronghold. Aoun has taken refuge in
the French Embassy.
Helms then turned to the resolution, drafted primarily by the United
States and approved Friday by the United Nations Security Council,
that condemns Israel for the Oct. 8 killing of 19 Palestinian Arabs in
Jerusalem during a riot at a site considered sacred by both Jews and
Arabs.

Groups
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Taste of China
Gourmet Chinese
Restaurant

YOGURT OASIS.

Dibenedetto's
Campus Pollyeyes
Quarters Cafe
Howard's
Brathaus
Tuxedo Junction
and more....

1 ijieor old

htandarm Sivchuan

Cum*

CocMMPotvni—n Ckw*

Daily Lunch Special
Carry Out
•3.95
Dinner Special

SUNDAY
OCT. 21

•6.95

1618 E. Woo star St.
Qrsanwood Center 352-8153

Sponsored by Phi Mu Fraternity

Come help us celebrate
6very customer through

D Continued from page 1.
Support groups, she said, can
also help to dismiss rumors and
give information to people the
media may be unable to provide.
The group will meet again in
about two weeks, and Ladd said
they are looking for more members from both communities.
Ladd said she listens to the
news every day in hopes the Persian Gulf situation will be resolved. However, she has been
angered lately because the focus
has been on other international
crises.

the door receives a child

HAPPY HOUR
5-7 Mon - Frl
FREE FOOD

■^-aa.
llTUXEDO JUNCTION ||

IL

Cheap Beer

FREE ALL DAY
Doors open at 2 PM

5* Mon. - Frl.

))

size yogurt

MEXICAN FIESTA
"A CASUAL GOOD TIME"

Monday Night

110 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green
352 - 9222

ALL-U-CAN-EAT

$5.95
Downtown
Bowling Green
353-4500

mans*

Hours:
M.Th.F:
10 ami - 9 pm
Tuoi. W, Sat: 10 ami-530p
- 530 pm
Sun:
12 noon - 5 pm

Introducing

^k

L.2 claiborne
O

H

R

Basic and fashion colors in sizes small, medium,
long and extra tall.
Silky Sheer Control Top
6.00
Silky Sheer - Sheer to the Waist
5.50
Silky Ultra Sheer Control Top
7.00
Silky Opaque Control Top
7.50
Liz Dot Control Top
7.00
Liz Dot Knee Hi
4.00
i
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PflR€NT(S) OF TH€ V€flR
UAO is Sponsoring a Parents of the Year
Contest! To Enter, Pick Up an Application
in the UAO Office, 3rd floor of the Union.
Write a 300 Word or Less Essay
on Why YOUR Parent(s) Deserve
to Win. The Winning
W
Parent(s) will be
Honored During
Parents Weekend
<£
Nov. 9-11. Entries
due October 22 in
the UAO Office.
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno
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Sports
Gaerke learns X-country on the run MU takes Falcon Cup
by Brian Duggei
sports writer
Fear is a human emotion that can overwhelm an individual and control that individual's life.
Tracy Gaerke lives in fear.
Not in fear of failure, ^"
but in fear of taking her |
nest step.
Gaerke, a senior on the I
women's cross country
team, broke her ankle
when she was in the
eighth grade. In her
freshman year at Bowling Green, she broke it
again while riding a
dirtbike, and then had a
pin placed in her ankle. Gaerke
Last year the pain returned and she was
forced to have surgery again.
"Each race is scary for me," she said.
"I get frustrated, but I know it will all
work out in the end."
Not that she doesn't have enough running accomplishments to satisfy any nor-

mal athlete.
In 1988, Gaerke missed qualifying for the
Olympic trials by 1.7 seconds in the 800
meters.
But she did qualify for Nationals with a
high jump of live feet three-quarters inches, and was the MVP of the MidAmerican Conference for track in her junior year.
"She's borderline on being national class
in the 800 meters," said women's cross
country coach Steve Price. "She has the
speed. If she stays healthy, she has the potential to be a national athlete."
However, in cross country running,
Gaerke is inexperienced.
Coming into this season, she had only
participated in three cross country meets
in her life.
"It's like I'm still a freshman at cross
country," she said. "I've never gotten a
feel for it. Other runners still have an advantage over me."
She may be inexperienced as a cross
country runner, but she has still contributed to the Falcons' team. In last week's AllOhio Invitational, she finished third for
BG, 26th overall.

by Glen Lubbert

"She's helped our team out a lot," said
team captain Carolyn Goins. "She's a
Kitty consistent runner, and she's tough,
ere aren't many people that can switch
from track to cross country."
Away from running, Gaerke was recently named Bowling Green's homecoming queen. Her election was based on her
academic achievement, community involvement, school activities, an interview,
and voting by her peers.
She is currently a student teacher at
Maumee Gateway Middle School, and last
year was elected into the honorary society,
Omicron Delta Kappa. After she graduates in May, she hopes to get a permanent
job teaching and coaching at the middle
school level.
"I feel they need the best coaches at that
level because that's where runners learn
the fundamentals," Gaerke said.
But for now Gaerke is concentrating on
helping the team in the upcoming MAC
meet.
O See Qa«rlc«, page 8.

Hockey team looking for xt^Newg
first win in home opener
by Steve Easton
sports writer
Opposites are supposed to attract.
And that is exactly the case tonight when two hockey teams
from different ends of the winloss spectrum will collide in
Bowling Green.
BG has a record of 0-2 after being outplayed decisively this
weekend by Lake Superior. In the
defeats to the Lakers, the Falcons
were outscored by a 13-3 margin
and outshot 76-46.
On the other hand, Michigan
completely dominated Miami.
The visiting Wolverines outscored the Redskins by an amazing 20-4 total over two games, and
pelted MU's goalies with an incredible 100 shots on goal while
allowing just measly.
The teams also have differences in the power play department. UM was eight for 18 (44
percent) in man advantage situations, while BG was shut out in its
10 opportunities.
But won-loss records can be
thrown out when two rivals meet.
The BG-UM series has been
tight over the years with the Wolverines holding a slight 27-23 edge
in the series. But BG won three of
the four regular season meetings
last year, including both games
at the Ice Arena.
However, UM came back to
beat the Falcons at Joe Louis
Arena in the CCHA playoff consolation game, 5-4.
Senior captain Braden Shavchook said getting a victory in tonight's contest will be crucial.
"I think it's extremely impor-

tant for our club to come out and
get a win (tonight)," he said.
"Michigan's going to come at us
with all their forces, and it's going to be a battle at both ends of
the ice."
UM's Red Berenson believes
the Falcons will provide a
tougher game for his team than
MTJdid.
"I think they'll come out and
give us a great game," Berenson
said. "I'm sure they will bounce
back from last weekend, and it

absolutely will be a stronger test
for us.
"They have some good returning players from last year and
with (Angelo) Libertucci they are
strong in goal," he added. After
losing twice to defensive-minded
Lake Superior, Michigan should
provide a stern test to the BG defensive core with a wide-open attack.
"Michigan is high-powered
offensively, and they nave a betQ See Wolverines, page 9.

sports writer
The Miller Genuine Draft - Mr. Spots Falcon Cup, the oldest and
largest lacrosse tournament in the Midwest, was contested on the
Bowling Green intramural field last weekend.
Playing for what Ohio lacrosse players consider one of the most
coveted prizes in the Midwest, Miami became champion of the seventh annual event.
The Redskins began their road to victory with an easy 8-4 win over
1985 tournament champion Toledo. With the win, Miami advanced to
the semi-finals where they annihilated Wright State 11-5.
Originally, the Falcon Cup was scheduled as an eight-team event
including Bowling Green, Ohio Wesleyan, Toledo, John Carroll,
Wright State. Miami, Dayton, and Kent State.
However, Ohio Wesleyan and Dayton did not show up, reducing the
tournament to only six teams.
See Laxars, page 9.

Don't Flush Your Sweetie Down The Drain
It's The Last Day For The
UAO SWEETEST DAY ROSE SALE & RAFFLE
10arrv4pm in the Union Foyer
Roses S1 00
Raffle tickets 25c each

rw^cinnn

5 for S1.00

uozen 5iu.uu
Free delivery To

pr|Ze-DoZen Roses
2nd prize-tee Cream
1st

On-Canpus Students ^|Ze.2
Pick-Up For Off

Compus

Films passes

prr2v£\

Campus Students

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. Main
46 M MAIN BOWIING GHfEM

Wednesday•

LYBARGER - EVANS
BAND

Saturday
October 17-20
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30
21 and over
$1.00 Cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*
'Help Support MS with the Ugly Bartender Contest*

Meet The Burlington Twins
BUDG€T YOUR "QUANTUM 90" DOLLARS!
Foil 90

MINIMUM

COMFORT SUP€fl SUP€R PLUS

Beginning
Balance

$545

$710

$825

$1050

Oct. 20

$272

$354

$413

$526

Nov. 3

$204

$265

$310

$395

Nov. 17

$136

$176

$207

$264

Julie Allen & Jodi Hall

Jen McFall & Maureen Kushman

Jen Brown & Laura Simms

Molly McGuire & Lisa Gargasz

Dec. 8

$ 68

$87

$104

$133

Lisa Buell & Sharon Davis

Carol Metis & Stacy Palmer

Dec. 21

$ 0

$ 0

$ 0

$ 0

Jodi Busdeker & Neela Andrews

Angie Potter & Andrea Wilson

Jen Carr & Wendy Eberle

Jen Rankey & Susan DeLuca

Steph Davis/Kristen Snider & Laura Snedeker

Chrissi Salyers & Kristi Nelson

Jen Detrick & Mindy Gossman

Kim Schultheiss & Kim Ballweg

Laura Doerr & Hiedi Willheim

Jen Schulz & Julie Zimmerman

Sabrina Duncan & Karen Danner

Andrea Simpson & Lori Walker

Lori Fields/Sara Walton & Nancy May

Sarah Smith & Mamie Kamber

Jen Fowler & Anne Crookshank

Jen Souter & Holly Hakes

Jen Harris/Elizabeth Primki k Jen Jording

Lauren Stoller & Wendy Goldberg

Cher Igelman & Jody Williams

Denise Strouble & Leigh Walker

Nicole Kemock & Christine Kendzora

Sasha Vadillo & Kim Stroud

Kristie Korn & Mickie Masanek

Angie Weasle & Linda Schnetzer

Liz Kozak & Francie Ackerman

Tracy Weigand & Heather Burton

Lisa Lang & Jill Delehanty

Betsey Willhdm & Tiffnay Whaler

Jen Laughbaum & Kim Susbauer

Cindy Nriters & Julie Marino

Charlie Masanek& Angela Seth

Meal plans are specially designed for students t<
eat regularly in the dining areas on campus1
Some students may find thai they are spending
too fast and others not fast enough.
This handy reference guide was created to help
L-OU budget your "Quantum 90" dollars.
It iou find that you are running low. you may
<idd money to/your account by; sending a check
to the.Bursar or utilizing the charge option
I -egirining November 16 on these plans.

Q

Any Oi.o"'6nS? Coll University Food Operations o» 372 2891

One Prescription
$ Two Pair of Glasses
$ Two Distinctively Different Looks
Single Vision

Standard Bifocals

$7988 $H9

For Both Pairs
For Both Pair*
One day service tor most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You mutt be completely satisfied or we will return your money.
EYES EXAMINED IT M. S. SHIFT OPTOMETtlST
OFf EPS EXPIRES NOVEMBER 10. 1990
EYE EXAMINATIONS PRICED SEPERATEIV

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO

1955 S. Reynolds
ACCOM from Souttiwych

382-2020

TOLEDO
3153 W. Syrvama

472-1113

NOT VAUO WITH AMY OTHf H PBOIIOTIOMS OR SHCIAH.

BOWLING GREEN
1616E Wooiter
SnwiwoodCtnMr

352-2533

c»»0 lurtlgmi OUrt ' MI6I -«0
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Oliver delivers for Reds; Rose still number one
'Eck' gives up hit in 10th in hearts of many fans
CINCINNATI (AP) - Add Oakland's ace reliever to Cincinnati's
hit list and give the Reds a perfectly astonishing 2-0 lead in the
World Series.
A day after beating Dave Stewart in the opening game, the
Reds' Joe Oliver got the third
straight hit off Dennis Eckersley
in the bottom of the 10th inning to
shock the A's 5-4 Wednesday
night and take a lead that few imagined possible.
Suddenly, from thoughts of
sweeping their second straight
Series, the A's now go home Tor
Game 3 Friday trying to keep
from being swept themselves.
Billy Hatcher enjoyed his second consecutive perfect night
making him 7-for-7 with four doubles and a triple. His triple off
right fielder Jose Canseco's glove
in the eighth inning gave him the
Series record for consecutive hits
and he then scored the Wing run
on Glenn Braggs' force play.
Eckersley took over to start the
10th and retired Eric Davis, but a
scratch single by pinch-hitter Bi-

lly Bates, a ground single to left
by Chris Sabo and Oliver's hard
single down the third-base line
gave Cincinnati its seventh
straight World Series victory.
The Reds' victory, in the first Series extra-inning game since Bill
Buckner blew it for the Boston
Red Sox in 1966, came a day after
the Reds beat up Dave Stewart,
the A's four-time 20-game winner.
Canseco ended Oakland's home
run drought in the postseason, but
the Athletics stranded 10 runners,
for a total of 21 in the two games.
Rob Dibble pitched two shutout
innings for the victory. Four Cincinnati relievers shut out Oakland for 7 1-3 innings.
Of the 40 teams to take a 2-0
lead in the World Series, 30 went
on to win. Tom Browning will
start Game 3 for Cincinnati Friday night against Mike Moore.

Last year, it was the San Francisco bay area earthquake that
hit 7.1 on the Richter scale. This
year, it was a fire that gutted a
left-field concession stand at
Riverfront Stadium.
Just before Cincinnati pitchers
began early batting practice,
thick, gray smoke billowed
toward the playing field from
Section 242 in the second deck.
District Fire Chief Dan Kuhn estimated about $80,000 in damage
when the concession stand and an
adjacent storage room were destroyed.

Oakland Athletics slugger Jose
Canseco held an impromptu pregame news conference Tuesday
— to discuss the press.
Canseco remains upset about
unsubstantiated allegations two
years ago that he used steroids.

cc c

World Series Notebook
Gaerke
Strange things happen at 5:04
p.m. on Oct. 17 when a World Se- a Continued from page 7.
"We're doing well as a team,"
ries game is scheduled.
she said. "We need all seven runners to perform at a peak level in
the MAC, but we're going in on a
positive note (third place finish in
Krystie Korn
All-Ohio) and I think we're going
to beat Miami."
Laughboum
In addition to her career goals,
she is pushing herself to qualify
Love our Littles!
for the Olympic trials in the 1500
Welcome to our Family
meters, an event which she has
recently started running.
Mikie Masanek
"I know I have it in my heart,
but I'm not sure I have it in my
Kim Susbauer
feet," she said.

Alpha Phi

CWCINNATI (AP) Pete Rose was always
near a ballpark. He
near Crosley Field,
played until they
where the Q '
moved to Riverfront Stadium in 1970. By then,
of coarse, he was a star with the Reds.
There are lots of people in Cincinnati, particular in Rose's old west side neighborhood, who
wish Rose were here to enjoy the Reds' World
Series appearance with them.
"I've still got the hometown team to root for,
but Pete brought them to where they are today," said Keith McCoy, a, as be watched
Game 1 on television at Bacail's tavern and saw
the Reds shut out the Oakland A's. 7-0.
"We waited a long time for this. Nothing can
hurt it," said Steve Wogenstahl, another patron
at Bacail's, across the street from Western
Hills High School, where Rose graduated in
MM.
"Pete, he's from around here, and I dont
think what happened to him should have happened," said Keith McCoy, 23, who sat beside
Wogenstahl. "But I'd say we're not let down.
because no matter what happened, he's the best
player of all time."
One teen-age Rose fan skipped school in
Severna Park, Md., to come to Cincinnati for
the aeries. He and a friend drove eight hours,
got shut out in the ticket line for Tuesday's
game, and camped out by the ticket office hoping to buy two of the handful of tickets the Reds
planned to put on sale shortly before gametime
Wednesday.
What, he was asked, made him such a big
Reds' fan to go through all that?
"Pete Rose," said Doug Hickerson, 16. "I
probably got 12,500 worth of Reds stuff in my
room. We had to do this."
Rose won't be here, however, as fans relish

Heidi Willhelm

In Support of Alcohol Awareness Week
Kohl & Dunbar Halls Present:

HAPPY HOURS
at

5

su

Thursday, October 18
4:30-8:00 p.m.
Tickets: S2.00 advance. S3.00 door
First 100 people receive FREE T-Shirts.
Contact any RA in Kohl or Dunbar Halls
For advance sale tickets.

JEMS N THINGS

-0 MMiJJMMimiyJmMm^

WHY PAY COVER?
Uptown
Downtown

Thrs beautifully craned sterling silver kiss by
J & C Ferrara rs a perfect girt tor any occasion wtien
you want to show affection And. how about wrapping
it with a package of real Hershey's Milk Chocolate
Kisses to satisfy her sweet tooth Then, the rest is
up to you—a kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad
Kiss is Available in sterling silver,
vermeil, UKor iSKgold.
J A C ftnvm Co , Inc License.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING
125 N. Main

Special Selection
of Sweetest Day Gifts

^ JE*ELRY)TOM

o
o
o
o

• OVER 21 NEVER A COVER!
• UNDER 21 $1 ADMISSION
BEFORE 11PM ANY NIGHT
UPTOWN

Eic*dA«r Kvmd »«0*nfft or iMMr Foodt Ctyp

353-6691

Residents in traditionally working class
Western Hills call Rose "Pete," and many tell
stories about growing up with him.
"Pete was a very good friend. When Pete was
manager, I used to love to go the ballpark. But
I'll tell you, I've only been twice this year," said
Dan Gumz, whose father sponsored a ball team
in the 1960s for which Rose was a water boy.
Eddie Willis, a 31-year-old factory worker,
said that despite Rose's skills as a player, Lou
Ptniella deserves the credit for managing Hie
Reds through this season to the World Series.
"In all honesty, I don't think Pete was teat
nt a manager. He was kind of a prime
a," Willis said.
WElis shrugged when asked whether he was
disappointed mat Rose couldn't play a part in
the Reds' World Series celebration.
"He made some big mistakes, and everyone
thinks it's well warranted that he's in tail now,"
Willis said.
It was a minority opinion.
"Pete Rose is Cincinnati," said Barbara Iflmer, who called herself a committed Reds fan.
"I'd like to see him back."

"But if I was going to be realistic,
obviously I would say right now ■
we are fighting for a wild card."
Denver, winner of the AFC
West
•JiA weeks
WCCRO IIUU
UK season,
^tODUII, the
UiV
»»»«*» three
wu \~>~ of
w» the
*-.»» last
....... four
...... years
j^*.. .
Six
into the
Broncos, Rams, Vikings and Ea- — and Super Bowl rout victim ii
gles aren't panicking. Maybe those division-winning seasons bug and an
they should.
Four teams who were consenthat we've
sus picks to at least make the
NFL playoffs, if not the Super lost confidence, at least a little,"
Bowl, have struggled so badly said quarterback John Elway,
through one-thirdof the season who has contributed to a 2-4 start
that even wild-card spots seem with his inconsistency.
"I hate to make excuses beunrealistic today.
"I guess you've got to say that cause it takes away from what
until we're mathematically elim- the other team did," Denver
"»"«"■
inated from that position, I would coach Dan Reeves said. "We're
say yes," Minnesota Vikings not making any excuses. People
coach Jerry Burns said of his aren't looking for excuses; they'team having a chance to win the re looking for results."
The results so far show the Los
NFC Central after a 1-5 start.
Angeles Rams (1-4) trailing the
San Francisco 49ers by four
games in the NFC West. How
many people think they will catch
BGSU
up? Not even the Los Angeles
BQSU
'\
S*.
players are likely to claim that.
The Philadelphia Eagles i
DAD
SIS
2-3, three games in back
ick of the
v
^
New York Giants, who already
<
have beaten them. Philadelphia
-^-;
has lost at home in the final
also Brother - Grandpa - Grandma Alumni
minutes to weaklings Phoenix
and Indianapolis. Its only wins
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)
have been over the Vikings and
Rams.
The Broncos, despite Reeves'
insistence, have the most valid
excuse.
"Denvdr had quite a few injur531 Ridge (across from Mac West)
ies," said Burns, whose team also
M-F 10-8
SAT 10-5:30
Sun 12-5
has been hit where it hurts by losnSeeNFlHop»,page9.

Non -Rlcoholic

Give Her a Kiss
to Express Your Love

the Reds' first World Series appearance since
Rose and his teammates won back-to-back
championships in 1975 and 1976.
On Aug. 8, he started a five-month sentence at
a federal work camp in Marion, EL, for tax

by Barry Wilner
AP sports writer

Give It UP
Live It UP"

J4CF#rrif«CO. irtc

-Keith McCoy, Cincinnati Reds
fan on Pete Rose

| Pre-season picks
fall on hard times

Alpha Phi
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"...No matter what happened,
he's the best player ot all time."

Under 21
$1.50 fidmission
Good Any Night

9*
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1990 MAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS
CONFERENCE
W L T
Toledo
5 o
Central Michigan
4 0
Eastern Michigan
2
1
Ball State
2
2
Miami
2
2
Western Michigan I
2
Bowling Green
O 3 1
Ohio
O 3 1
Kent
o 3

ALL
W
6
5
2
3
3
3
1
1
0

GAMES
L T
O
1
I
4
3
4
3
4
4
6

Saturday's MAC Schedule
TOLEDO at CENTRAL MICHIGAN, 1:00
BALL STATE at WESTERN MICHIGAN, 1:00
OHIO at KENT, 1:00
EASTERN MICHIGAN at BOWLING GREEN, 7:00
Last Week's MAC Results
TOLEDO 19, BOWLING GREEN 13
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 20, WESTERN MICHIGAN 13
MIAMI 40, OHIO 18
BALL STATE 31, KENT 0

Senate gets into
locker room act
by Fred Pleretti
AP writer

TRENTON, N.J. — Women reKrters should be allowed in the
:ker room, but a New Jersey
legislator wants to give athletes
an extra half hour after a game to
shower and prepare for the interviews.
State Sen. John F. Russo introduced a bill on Monday that
would bar all media interviews
for 30 minutes after the conclusion of sporting events. The legislation includes sports from high
school wrestling and college football to the four professional franchises that play in New Jersey.
The National Football League
and the New Jersey Press Association oppose the proposal. Russo, an avid sports fan who is

NFL Flops
O Continued from page 8.
ing DT Keith Millard for the year
and quarterback Wade Wilson for
six weeks. "The game has
changed, the games are wideopen. There are a lot of great skill
players who can turn the game
around in one play or two plays.
You see it happen all the time.
You haven't seen it happen for
these four. You'd expect it from
Elway, but only against Kansas
City was he able to make the big
plays. Now, the alwayssubstantial burden is even heavier on Denver's quarterback
with league rushing leader Bobby
Humphrey hurt and the defense
in shambles.
Both starting corner-backs,
Tyrone Braxton and Wymon
Henderson, are hurt. Braxton,
who provides much of the spirit

on Denver's defense, is gone for
the year and rookie Alton Montgomery has been forced to start
even though he isn't ready.
The pass rush is anemic,
mainly because Alphonso Carreker is out for the year and Ron
Holmes hasn't done much after a
preseason holdout.
Reeves perceives a problem
with effort, a sure way of getting
beaten by just about anyone —
even the Rams, Vikings and Eagles.
Injuries have damaged the
Rams, particularly in the secondary. They lost Jerry Gray,
their best defender, in the
preseason. He's back, but the rest
of the DBs have been awful.
So has the running game. Greg
Bell, a 1,000-yard rusher who

Thursday, October 18. 1990

friends with officials and players
of the New York Giants football
team, said Tuesday he decided to
propose the 30-minute rule after
nationally publicized incidents
involving female sports writers in
football locker rooms.
"Lisa Olson made me think
about the problem," Russo said,
referring to the Boston Herald
reporter who claimed she was
harassed by members of the New
England Patriots during an
interview in the locker room following a practice session. "Something should have been done. We
just can't allow things like New
England and Sam Wyche continue.
Wyche, coach of the Cincinnati
Bengals football team, was fined
about $30,000 for banning women
reporters from the locker room
after a game. Federal courts
ruled in the early 1970s that female writers must have equal access to locker rooms.
Russo said he believed it would
be in the best interest of sports
and journalism for players to be
allowed "to cool off and take a
shower" before giving post-game
interviews. The former state
Senate president said it was a
C'erable, more fair alternative
having separate interview
rooms.

wanted out, was dealt to the
Raiders and none of his replacements has done much. Even with
Jim Everett throwing well, the
Rams have struggled mightily.
The Vikings, losers of four
straight, have looked inept at
times, comical at others. Herschel Walker doesn't seem interested and few of the seven Pro
Russo's bill runs counter to
Bowl players from last year are
current NFL policy. Jim Hefferproducing.
nan, public affairs director for
NFL, said the league policy is
The Eagles have had their the
equal access for all reporters
week off, as well as three off for
weeks. They can't run the ball, to the player.
Randall Cunningham still has
"Once the last player has enproblems reading defenses and
the Eagles defense has made few tered the locker room, the doors
critical plays. Only against the should be opened within a
Vikings was it able to turn around reasonable amount of time, like
five to seven minutes," Heffera game.
nan said.

Campus Pollueues
Pagliois

440 €. Court
945 S. Main

Wolverines
□ Continued from page 7.
ter skating team than Lake Superior," BG coach Jerry York
said. "They also have more talent
spread throughout the entire program. Our coaching staff has
picked them to win the league."
The Wolverines' strengths start
with the offensive trio of junior
right wing Denny Felsner, senior
left wing Don Stone, and sophomore left wing David Roberts.
Felsner is coming off a seven
point weekend (four goals, three
assists) against MU which
earned him CCHA player of the
week honors.
Stone, a co-captain, tallied
three goals and three assists
against the Redskins, while
1989-90 CCHA Rookie of the Year
Roberts scored two goals while
assisting on three.
UM's goaltending situation is
G Continued from page 7.
The Falcons won their first
round game over consolation
champion John Carroll, 9-4. Leading scorer for BG was attacker
Blake Kneedler who had two
goals. JCU played a strong game
according to team president Tom
McDonnell. "We waited until the
last three minutes to really
play," he said. In the semi-final
round the Falcons defeated the
Flashes 8-4. Midfielder Grant
Randall led the scoring for BG
with two goals.
McDonnell was pleased with
BG's effort. "Against Kent State
we played more our type of
game," he said.
Miami entered the final round
fearing the Falcons' depth, according to Miami Goalie Jim
Prevost, the tournament MVP.

Xhe Balloonman
diuchtt fitted with candy kiiiti

$1.00 off
any large
Pasta Purchase

delivered by the J\Usinq ifSandil
. . . .$19.95
Pick-up or express delivery SI4.95

$3.79
$1.50

€xp 10/31/90

However, Miami attacker Bill
Havranek quickly returned the
favor with a behind the head goal
to increase the Redskins lead to
five.
The Falcons' Kneedler and Joe
McMahon both added late goals,
but it wasn't enough in the 8-5
loss.

SPONSORED BY THE
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH
OCTOBER 26,27 AT8P.M.
KOBACKER HALL
TICKETS: S3. S5
FOR TICKETS,
CALL 419/372-8171

I Free cup of soup j
Free can of
I w/ purchase of
pop w/ purchase
I any large salad
of any 7 " sub

6cp. 10731/90

Call 352-6061

Entering the second half, the
Redskins led the championship
game 5-2. Midfielder Bin Robertson opened the scoring in the
third quarter with his first goal of
the game.

PRESENTS
"M BARTERED BRIDECOMPOSED BY SMETANA

St. Pouli Girl & Wood Pecker Cider on top.
UJorsteiner Beer on top or 8y the Bottle
Also, bring o group & try the Friendship gome.

ISalloon t/Souauet and J4olidau

"We were nervous. (Bowling
Green) is a really tough team.
Two years ago we were up 9-3 and
they came back and beat us,"
Prevost said.

BOWUNG GREN OPERA THEATER

352-9638
352-7571

10" German Pizza
4" German Sub

still unsettled as freshman Steve
Shields (10 saves) and junior Tim
Keough (14 saves) each saw action in the first and second games
of the season, respectively.
Freshman Tim Gordon also has a
chance to see action tonight.
The Wolverine defense returns
five letterman including sophomore co-captain David Harlock.
Senior Mark Sorenson, junior
Doug Evans, and sophomores
Patrick Neaton and Chris Tamer
are the otherplayers returning.
Notes: BG center Jim Solly
(sprained knee ligament) is questionable for tonight's
game...Right wing Peter Holmes
will be moved to BG's first line
with center Brett Harkins and left
wing Matt Ruchty...Visiting team
has won 10 of the last IS games in
the series.

Laxers

Bring to you OKTOB€RF€ST'
The Whole Month of October
Surprise your special someone!!

9

6cp. 10/31/90

"UND€R TH€ LIGHTS II" SATURDAY AT P€ARY FICID - C0M€ 6ARIY AND TAILGATE
TOLEDO & BOWLING
GREEN'S ENTERTAINMENT
ALTERNATIVE
838-7746

838-7825

27820 E. Broadway
How to get there: Take Rt. 75 N to
Perrysburg - Rt. 20 exit. Go right (east) 5
miles to E. Broadway. Turn left and we're
3 miles down E. Broadway on the right.

Bring in this coupon
and receive free admission
Thursday or Vi price admission
Open:
on Friday.
(Coupon Expires 10/31/90)

Thurs. 8 - 2:30
Fri. 4 - 2:30
Sat. 8 - 2:30

Jusfu/Jteri ]\ appeared)
Ik Mien 6ladiaft* M uw/ftmdMt)
UsedUte O&MWteV CaheOb
finance 8 tounferassaulf.

Oldies Night (21 & Over)
Top 40 Dance
Top 40 Dance

ATTENTION NON-TRAD. STUDENTS

TAILGATE PARTY
For the BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan game, Oct. 20
Starts at 5:00 near the Information Center
Look for the NTSA sign
Bring a side dish and something to drink!
For more information call 372-8248 or 372-2573

The need for cash can arise anytime. So it's good to know
there are 0C MONEY CENTER locations near campus and around
northwest Ohio. And all you need is an 0C MONEY CARD. It's free
with any 0C student checking or savings account. So get an 0C
MONEY CARD. And be prepared.
L^

CD

OHIO CITIZENS BANK

0C Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster

THE BG NEWS

Thursday, October 18. 1990

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • SPAMSH CLUB • •
Anyone mtereoted m the hayride lontght should
meet on m* atepe (eeel sate! ol Memorial Hal
■te Bring dovjro and lor irore Into . oaf MfcheI*. 364 7573
For thoee nor gong, rogue* conversation noun
wajbehekjetOBenedenos. 8 pm

AID ' AID
Pre Mod Society
Don't mlee me rneeemg on Thuya 10/18
M 6 00pm in La* Science
Brine your hockey ockets lor otter meeting'

Career Awereness Woe*
Jon ua tonight in room 4000 BAA at 7 30 with
rna fern "What a Involvad In Vanoua Merkenng
Field* produced by Saara. Roebuck • Co

BGNEWS
MEETING FOR VOLUNTEERS
(Wrilera and Photographers)
EACH SUNDAY
8pm 210WaatMal
Contact Debbie Hippta at 372-8877
lor information

CHICAOO SHOPPING TOUR
Nov 30 a Dec t $89 00
Traval Unamltad mc 3530050. 198 S Mam.
BO
Colonial Wetameburg Tour
Nov
1418
8398/per double occupancy mchjdee Motor
Coach Hoedey km Accomodatlona. aoma
maaM. admiaaiona to Wamaburg. Jameetown
8 York Town with epecka guide Othar feoturea
ca> Traval Unamtad mc 3530050 198 S
Man Street BG
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEM
BER22 1990 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1980
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE OFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE
Laabtan and Gay AWanca
Than IIHI LAOA maatmg Thuraday. Octobar 18. at 8 30pm In tha baaamant ol the
Umtad Chnatlan Feeowahlp Center Tha meetIng is tree end open to el
Minority Bualnaaa Studant Aaaoc.
In conjunction wrth Co-op Education
and Placamant Services praaant:
"CO-OP • COS II"
Thura.. Oct. 21th; 930-vpm
Amanl Boom • Pizza 8 Bavaragaa will
ba aarrad. For moro Into: call
Brtgltta Byrd-Co-op Offlca-372-24S1

• • ALPHA XI DELTA • •
IK' June Hantaen
You mmk you know, you act ao smart
You've been tooled I've dona my part
Was I your chorea, or ware you mete?
You could not have done batter.
Youl real/a m time
Thai ■ the east due tor you to tea
One more day and you I be with me'
Your bag loves you •
• 'ALPHA XI DEL TA"

AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO
unkt Jen Morton -The fJme la coming tor you to
8B8
Who your big la going to be'
Ma and you. you and ma
We ara ma beat pair aver to be1
I love my urns Jen'
AGO love and mme.
Your Big...
AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO

' AGO LH Jenny Swhart AGO '
Gat reedy to diacover who gave
you the gifts and strange clues'
* * AGO Love, your Big 7 AGO ''

ALPHA QAM
little Cheryl L.
Get Exerted"
Tonight at the night!
love. Your Big
ALPHA 0AM

-ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHIIvy la graven.
Forget-me-nots ara blue.
I love my GrandWtle Nicola
And my Little ChrteWne tool
Our lamaV la PN-norrenell
in the bond. Andrea
' Alpha XI Delta
III Christen Bamaby
Tha and ol the hunt is almost hare
It s wet a short wh4e
So grva a cheer'
That weak you've been doing so fine
That I can't wan untl you're mine'
HovemylltUel!!
■ Alpha XI Derta •
1

• Loal • A goU/aaver wadding band on 10/12
maybe at Cssilrlya? 14K engraved on memo
Great sentimental value. It waa my mother's.
Pleaaa help-372 5458
•LOST14K gold charm bracelet including anchor 8
lion charma.
Reward Offered* Call
708-397-0912
Loat 10-6. Homacommg
weekend
• PN Mu • Phi Mu ' Phi BJu *
LITTLE DEBBIE
JUST REMEMBER WHAT YOU THINK MAY BE
TRUE. MAY NOT BE!
LOVE YOUR BIG 7

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests 8 supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE
Typmg * Reaumee * Theeae ' Diaaertatlons
A10 Z OATA CENTER
148S Mam • 352-5042
Typmg. $1 50 par page 354-0371

AJpha Phi- AJphaPhl •
Our pledges ore
PN-TaUclll
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi •

" ALPHA XI DELTA • •
18' Julia Hartman
Tha and of the hunt la coming to a doaa.
You're tha beat little, aa everyone knowal
I a/at can't wait untl you're mme.
Ba at the house tonight at nine1
I LOVE MY LITTLE
••ALPHA XI DELTA ••
UV LEIGH MERCHANT
Today'a the day
It's finally come
Thai Big-ui' team
is Oafinelefy number »I
Get excited for tonight!
Alpha Gam Love - Your Bkj?l?
1000 FREE CONDOMS
1000 FREE CONDOMS
METALSTORM GREAT CONDOM GIVEAWAY
2
SB 1 FMWBGU
Thur8FrlNight, 12mid-3am
Sat Night 10 pm ■ 1 2
November 1 -3
1990-91 Fefconnettes
Heka •••Ann
Homynn ■' ■ Julia
Ely • • • Tara
Kathleen ••• Jal
Tern* ' ■ ■ Heather
Uaa • • • Ton!
Carolyn'•• Katie
Chfleey " "' Jennifer
Good Luck at your Brat show
Thuraday Night at the Hockey Game
AED-AED
Pro Mod Society
Don't maa the meeting on Thurs 10/18
at B.00pm m Ufa Science. Bnngyour
Hockey Tickets for after the meeting!
AQD CARRIE WELLER AGO
LT Carrta - You're the best!
Get excited for tonight!
I Love you • Bto77?

PERSONALS
• PHI KAPPA PSI •
Congratulations to the
Brother ol the Week
GregSorenson
• PHI KAPPA PSI •
• • • • PHI MU " * " "
•Lll ANDREA DIltE
Friday vrtl Boon ba hare
And than to your heart
Your big w* always be near
I love my wile' Got excited
lor ma big day"
Love - Your Big 777
• • • • PMMU

AGO * LI Dameaa McLean - AQD
I know a gal. they cal her Bucky
She la my HI. and I aura em Lucky'
Ba at the house at 10 p m
Than you'l know who I am!
7 Love. Your Big 7
AGO • THtenyTrenor • AGO
The number /1 due why your Big la the coolest
chic.
Don't worry about me being lame,
'Cauaa I'm a tun 8 totaiy cool dame.
I love my little Tiffany

<»»—■■■■■• LU€€KDflV SP6CIRIS
■ Good Mon-Thur ■ Good Mon-Thur ■ Good Mon-Thur ■
Only
Only
cOnk,
I

$5 Re.La.S^5 Reg Med ■

X O Re9 Small
14" Cheese Pizza! 12" Cheese Pizza■ 10" Cheese Pizza
Extra Items $1.00

fjExtra Items .75' each m Extra Item .50' each

pg^oHo'i

■

352-5166
352-5166
FR€€ D€LIV€RV ■ Ffl€€ D€LIV€RV

352-5166
FR€€ D€LIV€RV

OP€N4 00
ONfCiOUPCr,

OPSN 4 00 pm
ON€ COUPON P«fl PIZZR
8G Onlu 11-1-90

Opm
Ptanzztt
90 Or* III 00

ALPHA PHI LIL TRACI ALPHA PHI
I'm ao excited you're my little' And congratulations on getting NMPC Educational Program
Coordinator!
AJpha Phi love and mine
AJpha Phi Big Heather Alpha Phi
PS. How's you eye?'

• PI Beta Phi - PI Beta PN *
Dewme end Miller are the beat little's anyone
could ash tor... Thanhs for all tha tun times.
Love, Hambona

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

AJpha Phi Jen Laughbaum Alpha Phi
RoeeaareRed
Forget-me-nots are Bare
I'm so excited
Thai my in* la YOU1
Alpha Phi love a Mme, Kan

• PI Beta Phi • PI Beta PM •
I love my new little Holll (Dewme) We're a
greet Blg-Lltlls oak.
Julia

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE
Sunday at 7pm. Math-Science Room 222
Come loin ua. and be a voice lor chc-ce!

Lost • Al black 1 yr lam cat. Down town vicinity
on Sat the 8 m Cal 353-8344

Alpha Gamma Delta
Lll' Julie Smith
Qet psyched for tonight causa you will aa*
What an Awesome BlglLII' team we will b*l
Itovemy Uttlell

Alpha Phi • • • Alpha Phi
Charlie Massnek
Surprise, Surprise
Now you finely know who your big la!
You're the Greatest. Cneme'!
I Love My little
Love. Your Big
Angela

PHI ETA SIGMA SCHOLARSHIPS
Al mambara ara alaglbla to wm Four book
acholarahtpa w* ba awarded by tha BOSU
chaptar ol Phi Eta Slma Appacabona ara dua
October 28 Pick up an application at 310
Bualnaaa Administration

Woman In CommunlcaUona
WM hold a meeting Thura . Od 18 at 7 pm m
400 Moeety. New members and al communications majors welcome Questions? Cal Amy
at 354-8705

Alpha Gam • Ul Ceoko Bunting • Alphe Gam
Now you ara my Slater
And yea you are my mend
Soon-we I Da Big and LI
and our bond we never end!
70VM Excited Love. Your big?

OP6N400pm
ON* COUPON Pfft PlZZR
BGOnlulM-vt)

AJpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Little Jenny Fowler.
Welcome to the beat family In AJpha Phi Now
we're not only best friends, but Big and Little
Love Big Bannanna
Alpha PM • Alpha Phi
AJphaPhl
Sweet Talk Sale
Oct 15-18
Sweet Talk Sale
AJphaPhl
Alpha Xi * LIL LORI PROHASKA * AJpha XI
Don't you wonder who I am?
Try to guesa me if you can.
I'm not who you expect to aee.
But we'H be gieat together-|uat you and me
Juat one day left until tha hunt la hare
Then you'l meet the big that
holds you dear
I love my aT!
Love, Your Big!
Alpha Xi Delta
TRISHA BEERY
BJg-Lil week is coming to an end
And soon you'l have a Iriend
Who loves you more than you can aee
AgreelBlg-Lilpelrwewllbe'
ItovemylttteTifehal
Alpha XI Delta - Alpha XI Delta
■ Little Oenlse •
It la almost time lor you to see
Juat who your BIG is going to ba
Dont be too aura that you've known
Al along
In tha and you might find you're wrong
So gel excited for tomorrow night
Your BIG Loves Youl
Love, your anyJoua BK3!
Alpha XI Delta • Alpha XI Delta
Alpha Xi Delta ■ Alpha XI Delta
LI AJmee Swopo
Your Big Lovea You!
Get Psyched'
Alpha Xi DeKa • Alpha XI Delta
Alpha XI Little Tera Moynlhan Alpha XI
You've done a great lob deciphering each due.
Juat a tew more days
And II be with you!
Get excited Little, we'l have a great time
I can hardly watt until Friday whan you
willlnelfybom.no'
I love my Little'
Alpha XI Delta XXXX Alpha XI Delta
ANNA CATIPON
It's the Bfg21
Chug beers, slam shots
You're sure to have loads of fun!
You finely made It BOTTOMS UPII
Love ya Iota.
Your roomies
(including »«|
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
LI'Rhonda,
The day la near, you'l aoon find out
What Alpha Love is al about
I'l be your big. and you my little.
If you can figure out thla hoot*;
Roeee ara red and so la a strawberry
I ive over on E. Merry.
Love. Your Big
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
Tern Walters ara you getting peyched?
Only one more day until you find out'!'
• Your Big Lovea You •
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT

AOTT • Mktay Lukz • AOTT
Are you peyched yet??
Only 1 more day.
I can't wait lor you to aee
your tag* me"i

AOTT ' Teml Sappy * AOTT
Roeee ara red. Marigolds are yaeow. whan I
found out you war* my hi. I gave out a big bellow, tor aoon you wtJ see the beat btg/l pa* la
none other than you end me'
Love, Your Big 7?7?
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT

Uaa Murphy.
Say goodbye to the teenage years'
Won I you be gksd when 21 gets hero?'
We've been through It all love you Hot
We w* always be friends'
Even W wa don't "Ive together forever .

1 Female lo share room Spring Semester Nice
apartment Cloee to campua. Reasonable rent
Cal 354 8653

no

Have a FantaalK Bathday'
Beet Frtende to the end! Jueene
PS Mhseedmedeadanaby 1 hourlFlguraal
LOOK WHAT'S COMING
WHAT'S COMING?

/Mention LadkM - lor al your special neede i
Mary Kay cosmetics
cal Pern Eyer at
352-4gi5anytm>e WIIDeavar

LOri.
I'm glad I Inaey dropped the "E"! Some mmge
happen hjet • Sttka too late though, huh? Give
Btondy and neck a hog for me
Love, Buddy

BEAT MKHK1AN
FALCON HOCKEY HOME
OPENER TOMORROW NIGHT!
■ETHEREI

NEVER AGAIN elections October 23rd at 9 30
m the Alumni Room.
No liHUotlon fees

BradenGood Luck and have a Great laaaonl
CAOOYSHACK
Free Movie Free Smcki
Thuraday, October 18
112BAat8 00pm
Calabrata Alcohol Awareness Week
with the University YMCA
Bring a Friend'
CAOOYSHACK
CASANDRA PADULA
Nice Job • You Are
Telefund Caler ol tha Week!
Congratulalions'

Derta U ' Dolts U • Delta U
Tha Brothers of Delta Upaaon
would like to welcome the
1880 Fall Pledge Claaall
Leo Cunningham - Chrta Knupp
Alex Richardson - Rlc Bonflgto
Robb NapdHano -Joe Burns
Doug Donnelly • Enc Flacha
Jayaon Und • Kevin Brown
Brian Trooster • Dan Pyryt
Vine* Bams * Jafl Sayoc
Haneef Abdusaatar
Delta ll • Dolts U • Dolls U
Did you know? Only about 1 % of al ebofflone m
the U S are performed for reasons relating to
the mothera' physical health
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
and STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY Team Up
For Football. Fun and Fashion'!
Meet Sat Oct 20 at Stadium Gate at 6:00 pm
lor FREE T-shirts 8 pro-game socializing BYO
POP
FREE T-SHIRT TO
FIRST 8000 STUDENTS
SATURDAY 7 PM - PERRY FIELD
FALCONS VS EASTERN
Gamma Phi Jennifer Perry Gamma Phi
Congratulations
on being elected
NMPC Unity Chairman'!
Your pledge class
lovea youl!
Gamma Phi Gamma Phi Gamma PN
QT'SOT'SOT'SOT'OT'S
WEDNESDAY "Jama 8 Joe"
THURSDAY ALTERNATIVE STOMP!!!
FRIDAY ' Fambo Marble eye"
SATURDAY The Reace"
Drink Specials everyday H 9:00
18 8 OVER WELCOME
OT'S GT'S QT'S OT'S QT'S
Hey Gamma Phi Pledgee
Gel ready for
THE BIO "0"II
Hay, ALL you Ul' Alpha Gams.
Get peyched for Blg/LII Night
WoloveourPLEDOESII
HEY. DEE-GEES. ARE YOU READY TO WIN?
OF COURSE YOU AREI LETS MAKE IT
THREE IN A ROW BE AT THE OVAL. 4:30
FRIDAY
YOUR SIGMA NU COACHES. ERIC GREG 1
SHANE
If a sparking dean houe* la what you deem*.
two empty neat moms are ready tor Nra. Refer• Cal 354-2207
If anybody recorded the 9m inning of the Reds Pkatea game 8, plaass ocntact Mate Wooley at
354 4077
WTERNATION AL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Enough talk, let's party! Meet at Campua Polyeyee lor food and tun Monday. October 22 at
8:00 pm
JOIN IHE FUN'
UNDER THE LIGHTS II
SATURDAY 7 PM PERKY FIELD
Jdn the "I'm Driving Club".Memberahlp
Drtv* from Oct 15-19 In front of Education
Building horn 9 30-4 30
Jom WFAL and the BIRDCAGE at the 2nd
nightgame this Saturday Come cheer on the
FALCONS aa they take on the Hurone from
Eastern Michigan meet ua at the South end
rone at 8:30 and be ready to throw aoma btrdseed and get WILD end ROWDYMI
KoDoe Bonnie Robertson Kappa
You're ma greatest*
Have a terrific day1
Love, your Pippa Slater. Karen
KAPPA PLEDGES
ARE AWESOME
Keep
Kappa
uVowtnglH

OSEA Membership Drive - Od 8-1 Oth. Table
set up on 1st floor Ed. Bldg. come W out an appaoatton' 9am ■ 3pm
PN Mu PN Mu Phi Mu
UL JESSICAI'M SO EXCITED YOU'RE MY UTTLE!
LOVE YOUR BKJ?
Phi Mu • PN Mu • PM Mu
JESSICA • WE DON'T HAVE TO BE
BK3AJTTLE TO BE BEST OF FRIENDS. I'LL
ALWAYS BE YOUR BIG AT HEARTI
LOVE TONI
PN Sigma Kappa
Hey guts lets get peyched lor the weekend! We
ara InWaUng two more gentlemen mto our
brotherhood! Let'a maka mis an awesome
weekend!
PN Sigma Kappa
PN Sigma Kappa-Chad NobM-Ph. Sigma KapP»
Thanks lor the awesome time last weekend
Next time try to keep your clothea on when
playing In the cornfield
LoveKriatl
Phi Sigma Kappa
Tha brothers of PSK would like to congratulate
Dave Ruble in his lavallenng to Ron Sinks ol
Gamma PN Beta. Damn proud you're a Phi Slg
POPEYE, Yet another month has passed but
not a day that I haven't given you al my love.
Two years and three months ago you made me.
and continue to make me. the happiest and luckleal woman alve.
You 8 Me 8 Love Forever. SWEET PEA
PS. "HAPPY SWEETEST DAY" on Saturday
Lookout for the "woo woo woo woo woo woo ".
CUCKACHOOI
SHANA KELLER
Congratulations!
Telefund Caler ol the Weeki
Keep up the Greet Work!
SIQEP
Athletes ol the Week
The B-SotttJoa Teem

Me*
Brothere ol the Week
Eric Anderson
Oove Birch
Sigma Chi Sigma Chi
Good luck with DERBY DAYS!
- The Dee Gee's
Sigma Kappa
To al my sisters In Sigma Kappa, I'm so glad I
got to know some of you better leaf weekend
and I can't wait til I'm doaa with everyone!
Love Krtatl Clochetto
Snakea are Fun
Walter la loose and
Waiting lor you
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY
SATURDAY 7 PM • PERRY FIELD
T-SHIRT FOR FIRST 80001
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY la
now avenue in the Student Activities and Orientation Office. Room 405 Studant Services
Building. Pick up youra while the supply lasts
The Battle ol Ohio
Monday nlte Football
Seen
at Brathaus
Get your tree ticket
to win a loot boll
every Monday

THE 810 EVENT
The 12th annual Uptown/Downtown
Halloween Blast.
Wad. Oct. Slat
Free mugs, pop com
and the $200 costume contest
Don't miss outl
to one Plymouth rock from another:
hope your b-day waa great!
no pennies this year
I promise
UAO PRESENTS
BEAU COUP AND KEVIN
RALEIGH APPEARING LIVE IN A ONE-TIME
ONLY SHOW AT BOSU ON OCTOBER 26 AT
8 PMI TICKETS ARE $3 WITH VAUD ID. OR
$5 WITHOUT. GENERAL ADMISSION THIS IS
NOT A SHOW TO MISS"
VARSITY BASEBALL
Tryouts for wait - one. Oct. 29 - Nov. 1. Team
meeting 3:00 on Od. 29 Cal 2-7086. Need
proof of phyalcal. medical history form, and
proof of Insurance from Studant Health Center
prior lo the meeting on the 29m ol Odober

WANTED
KKQ • KAPPA • KKG
Congratuletiona to Uaa Camy on being cho—n
aa lund-nHamg chairwoman tor New Member
PanhaeerHc Council Your Kappa Sieters ara ao
proud of you!"

1 Female Roomete needed for apring aemeeter Mc* Apt. Ctoee to campua Rent Includes
atutaWee 354-5702

Female graduate student seeking rmte tor
tggi Spring term House with 2 bdrms Close
to cempue' S200 phis utii Cal 3520750
Female, non-smoker to subtaass m
Wage Green Apartments
Cal 354-5832 attar 6pm
Make eeay money - rent your Mclntosh to a
struggling gred student. Cal 354-8378
rjublaaaa 3 bedroom house - Spring Sem. Own
bedroom ■ block away from campus Furraahad
-St 14 per month a unities 354-4457.
Wanted Immediately Efficiency apt to sublease now through June 1 Cal 362-5708. aak
lor Tangy.

HELP WANTED
$7 $12 80
Vector Marketing Corporation w« ti positions
with sharp positive people Ful/Part-time.
Temporary/Permanent No experience neceasary
Full training
Flexible hours
Call
382-1080
Chef. Cooks. Salad Prep. Bartenders. Warier
and Waitresses Apply m person Days km •
s 1550 E. Wooster. Experienced only need
apply
Help wanted waitresses for 1st, 2nd 8 3rd
shifts. S2 09 plus tips, flexible hours Cooks lor
1st, 2nd 8 3rd shift Wages are negotiable depending on experience, flexible hours Denny's
Restaurant- 257-2209 Aak for Kavm.
Immediate Openings/Part-time
Pleasant office atmosphere, good location, flexible hours. No experience necessary wiH train
Also, delivery person wim smel car. Cal Mr
Bell at 352-4434 for app't
Marketing opportunity: Ideal for seniors and
graduate students interested m developing a
substantial second or part-lime income Cal
,lllur 6pm Ask lo( Jenniltl' at 878-8308
Now hiring - ful « part time help for me Salad
Galley In Perryaburg Students, housewives.
and retirees are welcome. If you are Intereated
m lotnmg the Salad Galley team please reply to
Salad Galley. 3246 Navarre. Oregon. OH
43818.419-897-1541.
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countrtes.AI fielda Free mto
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92825
SPRING BREAK 1991
Individual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break trip
Earn money, tree trips and
valuable work experience
CALL NOW!!!
Inter-Campua Program*:
1-8OO-327-6013
Wanted Part-time bar meld, attractive, aome
experience preferred. Good pay. Cal for dotails Cal evenings after 7. 874-9058.

FOR SALE
1987 Cutlass Sedan Tires a bait 1 Yr Ok)
352-7763 leave message
1973 VW Bus. must see to spprec
$1,600 or beat offer

352-0692
1981 CHEVY CHEVETTE FOR SALE!! ONLY
80.000 MILES, RUNS AWESOME' NEW
TIRES, STEREO WITH POWER BOOSTERS.
RECENT OIL CHANGE. ETC MUST SELL t $700 OBO. CALL 353-9179 FOR RAY OR
LEAVE MESSAGE
1982 TOVATA COROLLA - 88,000 MILES.
EXCELLENT CONDITION! $2000. CALL JENANN 354-678t.
1985 Bmck Century, loaded, landau root,
excel, condition. $3,600 or beat offer.
3540300 day*.
1988 Cavalier 4-cyl. loaded Can 352 6550
2 hockey season tickets lor aak*
ALL FRIDAY NIGHT GAMES!!
Phone 354-6068
222 S College -Furniture Sale'
Saturday. Oct. 20. 9am-2pm
Lota ol Items. Some FREE!!
Beginning 5 piece drum set. fair condition 225
or beat offer Cal Jordan al 352-4722
Computer tor sale AT 286 Compatible loeded
14" color BOA 40 mg harddrtve Unemiled
telephone support. 1 year warranty. Dealer
friendly computer 81 199 00 Call 435-4433
MuatSell
Apartment Size Kenmore Dryer and portable
washer 6 months old. 3 year service maintenaiice program Cal now 352-7735 leave
nemo and number.
Two speakers lor sale Yahmaha-NS-93-93
$70 complete 354-2222, Tony

FOR RENT
1 $ 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy
352-7464 or 823-7565
9 8 12 month leases/semester looses
1 bdrm. apt. avaaahle ktanad. for sub lease.
Greet downtown location Reasonable rent Cal
352-4204
Apt lot rent Call Cindy or Barbie al 354 8360
For Rent
One bedroom Apartment
Cal Atternoone - 354-8600
Help - we're graduating'
2 Br apartment lor sublease
Cal 354-4499 evenings
WHY RENT? HOMES FOR $ 1.00. REPOS
GOVT GIVE AWAY PROQRAM8I
FOR INFORMATION

504-849-0670 EXT R-5972

